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mum. Not only so: it was this same section of society that
tended to advocate state education for the peculiarly British
reason that this was the easiest way of emancipating the nation
from the influence of a predominantly aristocratic established
church. In early-Victorian Britain one is therefore bound to
conclude that the culmination of laissez-faire in the field of
economic activity was accompanied by only the most delusive
and illusory of triumphs in the realms of social policy. Those
for whom independence was the end, chose the state as an
important means. And those who acted without the state,
aimed at the dependence of man on man and class on class.
The desire for increased social action on the part of the
state was limited, however, by the unparalleled prosperity of
the quarter-century 1850-75, compared with which the previ-
ous age looked bleak and hungry. Prices were rising, and more
rapidly in what was  still  the narrow  British market  for
producing cotton and iron than in what was already becoming
the world-wide market for supplying grain. Wages rose with
prices and with profits. They not only rose: they went further.
Trade unions enabled indispensable trained men, such  as
engineers, to lay by for the rainy day and to negotiate with
captains of industry on something like terms of equality.
Consumers' co-operatives enabled them to share the profits
of mutual trading. Charity-organization societies, such as the
famous one of London of which Ruskin was vice-president
and Sir Charles Trevelyan one of the promoters, thought it
possible to rationalize philanthropy, so as to encourage self-
respect and providence rather than mendicancy and mendacity.
It looked indeed as though the British were finding a way of
harmonizing collective with voluntary action, and reason with
freedom. When one contemplates Goschen's poor-law policy
and the housing acts and the educational policy of those years,
one even feels tempted to say that the social policy of the
United Kingdom was then that of a charity organization state
and not that of a social-service state. It was gradually recog-
nized that voluntary action needed co-ordinating and supple-
menting. As Forster said:  'The result of the state leaving

